
Design Process & Prototyping

Interaction Design



Interaction Design

 Iterative user centered design and development

Requirements gathering

Quick design

Build prototype

Evaluate and refine 

requirements

Engineer product



 Participatory design

 Characteristics

 Principles & Activities

 Low fidelity and high fidelity prototyping

This Lecture



Aim

 How to optimise the user’s interaction with the system / 
environment, so that it supports and extends the user’s activities 
in useful, efficient, and usable ways ?

 The route

 How to ensure that the designed user interface is a success ?

 How to make the user interfaces task- & user-profiled ? 

 How to involve the users in the design process ?

Interaction Design: How?

User-Centred Design = Participatory Design



Developed in Scandinavia

Aims to keep the whole process of developing a system
user centred

 Include users in the design team

 Rather than treating them as subjects of analysis who remain
outside the core design situation

Motivation: users are experts on their work situation

Participatory Design



 Three main characteristics:

 Work focussed – design concentrates on improving the workers’ environment 
and tasks they perform rather than focussing on the system requirements

 Collaborative – the designers and users collaborate on the design so that the 
users can contribute at every stage

 Iterative – design does not just happen once, the emphasis of participatory 
design is on several design and evaluation stages which build to a final design

design → measure (against the requirements) → test (with users) → redesign

PD Characteristics



 PD needs to employ various techniques and models to 
communicate ideas between users and designers:

 Brainstorming

 Concept development

 Prototyping

 Storyboarding 

 Workshops

Participatory Design: Process



 Identify functionality and usability needs / requirements

Develop alternative designs that meet those needs

 Build interactive versions of the designs

 Evaluate 

Participatory Design: Activities



 Develop alternative designs that meet the identified needs 
and requirements
 design: suggesting ideas for meeting the identified requirements

 conceptual design:  
 what the product/system will do 

 how the product/system will behave

 physical design: 
 details of the design such as screen and menu structures, icons, and graphics,  

I/O devices, interaction types / styles

 Alternative designs will differ in physical design, but conceptual design 
will be the same

Participatory Design: Activities



 Conceptual design abstractly describes system’s intended behavior

 Physical design addresses specific, concrete layout and design 
issues

QUESTION

 Consider an ATM

 Describe its conceptual design 

 Describe its physical design

Conceptual vs. Physical Design: Example





 Brainstorming

 Users and designers generate a range of ideas

 Developed without judgement

 Ideas then feed into other techniques to be developed further or 
dropped

Develop Alternative Designs



A conceptual model is:

 “…a high-level description of how a system is organized and 
operates” 

(Johnson and Henderson, 2002, p26)

 Enables 

 “…designers to straighten out their thinking before they start 
laying out their widgets”
(Johnson and Henderson, 2002, p28) 

Concept Development



 What is the driving concept or metaphor behind the design?

 This drives design decisions

 graphic design decisions

 colours

 fonts

 layouts

 …

 You need one strong concept/ metaphor to make a coherent 
design

Concept Development



Conceptualizing what we are doing

 e.g. surfing the web

A conceptual model instantiated at the interface

 e.g. the desktop metaphor

Visualizing an operation

 e.g. an icon of a shopping cart for placing items into

Interface Metaphors



Verbal

 might be words you use to describe the interface

 verbal concepts tend toward the abstract

 they are focused on the message your design is to communicate

Visual

 might be a specific image or colour scheme

 visual concepts tend to be more concrete

 visual concepts are focused more on the how of conveying your message

Concept Development



A type of collage consisting of 

 images

 text

 samples of objects in a composition of the choice of the creator

Designers and others use mood boards to develop their 
design concepts and to communicate to other members 
of the design team

Mood Board



QUESTION

 Develop 3 different design concepts for a financial management 
interface based on the following metaphors:

 Memory

 Organic

 Learning

Design Concept & Mood Board: Example









 Best evaluation of alternative designs ⇔⇔⇔⇔ let the users 
interact with these designs

 “Interactive version” of a design ≠ software version of the 
design

 Prototyping

 an incomplete, early version of a product

 a prototype can be as simple as a drawing on a piece of paper 
or as complex as a web application 

 or anywhere in between those extremes

Build Interactive Versions of the Design



 Sketch – explore a design space through multiple 
iterations / variations

 Interaction

 Form

 Technology

 Concepts

 Content

Prototyping: Why?



Demo a concept to:

 Yourself

 Group members

 Client

 Funder

 …

Prototyping: Why?



Develop design

 Test concepts / assumptions / ideas

 Find how it should work in real life

 Thinking through making

 Identify and prioritize most important features

 Choose between alternatives

Prototyping: Why?



User testing – different from interviewing

 Get more objective feedback – designer/developer is biased!

 How do people actually perceive it and use it?

 Does it address needs?

 Identify opportunities and problems

Prototyping: Why?



 Technical aspects

 Workflow, task design

 Screen layouts and information display

 Graphic design, look-and-feel

 Content
 e.g. taxonomy of objects/widgets, etc.

 Controversial or critical areas
 e.g. security and privacy issues

Prototyping: What?



 Low fidelity   High fidelity   

 Lo-fi vs. Hi-fi

 Fast  low fidelity

 Slow  high fidelity

Kinds of Prototypes



 Typically, rough designs are drawn
 i.e. possible designs are modelled using pencil and paper

 Users consider how they would use it
 Move through the design step by step

 Problems with the design can be identified from trouble the 
users have as they move through it

 These problems can then be addressed in the next iteration of 
the design

Low Fidelity Prototyping



Hand drawn designs 

Quick, cheap, easy to change and update

 Examples: sketches of screens & task sequences, post-it notes, etc.

Low Fidelity Prototyping



Need to detail what each element does and how you 
interact with it

Lo-fi Prototyping



Why is lo-fi prototyping better than hi-fi?



 Paper

 Drawing, diagram, photoshop, etc.

 Quick

 Cheap

 Sketchy

 Many iterations / versions

Kinds of Prototypes



Paper Prototype: Example (1)

Images from: http://www.alistapart.com/articles/paperprototyping/



Paper Prototype: Example (2)

Images from: http://www.alistapart.com/articles/paperprototyping/



 A paper-based prototype of a handheld device to support an autistic child

Paper Prototype: Example (3)

www.id-book.com



Video

 Quick or complicated

 Sketchy or polished

 Tells a story

 Shows people, context, scenario, function, form

 Demo impossible / costly technologies or situations

Kinds of Prototypes



 Beyond the Fold – S. Bettencourt

 A speculative approach to the electronic newspaper of the 
future 

 It explores gesture as a means to interface with the device and bridge the 
digital and physical worlds

 The design process employs cultural metaphors, human experience and 
rituals to create meaningful interactions

 Scenario 1

 http://vimeo.com/12782691

 Scenario 2

 http://vimeo.com/12783337

Video Prototype: Example



 Form model

 Does not work but shows form

 Rough or refined

 How will object / system be in the world

 Allows handling the thing directly

Kinds of Prototypes



 Jeff Hawkins: Palm co-founder and one of the inventors of 
the Palm Pilot (one of the first handheld computers)

 Before committing to develop the Pilot, Jeff made and carried a 
mock-up (a block of wood) in his pocket for several months

Form model: Example 



Wireframe

 Schematic of information architecture

 Shows relationships of content/navigation

 Non-visual design

 Defines scope

Kinds of Prototypes



 You don’t have to be an artist to draw effective wireframe 
sketches

Wireframe: Example (1)



Wireframe: Example (2)



Digital Wireframe: Example (1)



Digital Wireframe: Example (2)



Working prototype

 Works

 May be limited in features

 Shows how actual use plays out

 Form may not be accurate

Kinds of Prototypes



 Mock up interactivity 

 It’s not the system controlling the interaction, it’s the designer / developer 
(but users believe it is the system!) 

Working Prototype: Wizard-of-Oz

>Blurb blurb

>Do this
>Why?

User

Designer / developer



 Brainstorming

Concept development

 Prototyping

 Storyboarding

Workshops

Participatory Design



 Rough idea of a user’s activities can be presented via a 
storyboard as a series of individual frames or drawings

 presenting a sequential storyline

 showing how a user might progress through activities

Considering personas, tasks, and scenarios, bringing in 
more detail, and a chance to role play

 Help users communicate with the designers about 

 what they do 

 how they do it

Storyboards



 Capture a set of user characteristics (user profile)

 Not real people, but synthesised from real users

 Should not be idealised

 Bring them to life with a name, characteristics, goals, personal 
background

 Develop a small set of personas with one primary

Personas



Scenarios and Personas

www.id-book.com



A financial management interface

Example



Example



Storyboards: Example



Storyboards: Example



Storyboards: Example



Storyboards: Example



 Provide a forum for discussion

 Designers and users can ask each other about their perspectives

 Establish common understandings of the design issues

 Focus their views of the design

 Typically used to fill in gaps in understanding about the situation

 Designers usually enquire about users’ work environment

 Users usually ask about technological possibilities

Workshops



 BOOK: Preece, J., Rogers, Y. and Sharp, H. Interaction 
Design. 

 Chapter: The Process of Interaction Design

 Chapter: Design, Prototyping and Construction

Study Material & Reading



 Participatory design involves target audience at each stage

 Is collaborative and iterative

 Involves:

 Brainstorming

 Concept development

 Lo-fi prototyping

 Storyboards

 Workshops

Summary


